
Learn About Brazil Through a Traveling Cat 

Sucheta Rawal releases her 5th book – Beato Goes To Brazil in October 2019 

 

Beato Goes To Brazil is the fifth book in a series of children’s picture books that teaches kids 
about the world. In Brazil, Beato travels with Amanda Villa-Lobos (from Rio) to learn about 
Amazon rainforests, famous Rio Carnival, diversity of people that make up Brazil, and the 
different kinds of sports they play. The colorful illustrations in the book are based on the 
author’s travels to Brazil, and the characters are real Brazilian people living in Atlanta, including 
famous Brazilian samba dancer, Andrea Moreira.  

Atlanta-based author, Sucheta Rawal is an award-winning 
food and travel writer. As the founder of the nonprofit Go Eat 
Give, Sucheta’s personal mission is to raise cultural and 
diversity awareness of different countries with adults and 
kids.  

Originally from India, Sucheta has traveled to 90+ countries. 
She has been a freelance writer for various publications, 
including CNN, Travel+Leisure, and The Huffington Post.  

Sucheta was named “One of the Five Most Influential Cultural 
Bloggers in The World”, awarded “40 Under 40 - Georgia’s 
Best and Brightest” twice in Georgia, and nominated for 
“Georgia’s Author of the Year” in children’s books category. 

Beato Goes To published by Virginia-based Mascot Books, is 
appropriate for ages 4-8 and make for great international 
learning tools. Beato’s other adventures include Beato Goes to Greenland focusing on 
environment, Beato Goes to Israel discussing religious diversity, Beato Goes to Indonesia on 
endangered animals, and Beato Goes to Japan that talk about the importance of respecting 
elders.  

Information about the book www.beatogoesto.com  

About the author at www.suchetarawal.com  

To set up an interview, reading, book signing, or for more information regarding Beato Goes To, 
please contact: Sucheta Rawal at sucheta@beatogoesto.com or phone (404) 357-0172.  

Published by Mascot Books 

ISBN: 978-1-68401-943-4 



Beato Goes to Brazil  is registered with the American Wholesale Book Company, Baker & Taylor, 
Follett Library Resources, and Ingram, and available online with the following retailers: 

 

 

 


